Fruit and Vegetables

Your specialist
in Growing &
Logistic solutions

ORGANISATION

Your total partner
in horticulture
As a global total partner in horticulture, Metazet FormFlex contributes
ideas to innovative solutions with products and systems for your
cultivation process and internal logistics. From custom production
of cultivation systems on location to time and cost saving logistics
concepts and realisations. Together with you, we take up the challenge
of continuously improving crop productivity and the efficiency of the
processes!
Working together with installation firms and growers themselves we
take up the challenge of continuously improving crop productivity and
the efficiency of the processes! It is precisely because of this strong
cooperation that we have got where we are in the horticultural sector.

In-house skills

With our advanced, modern and very extensive machinery we can offer:

Laser cutting, sheets

Wire bending

Robot welding

Welding

Laser cutting, tubes
Setting

Punching
Cutting

Pressing
Rolling
Milling

Tool workshop

A large number of our own
machines have already been
modified and built to manufacture
the products we supply. This
makes it possible to produce in
batches, which will save you a lot
of time and money. Furthermore,
the staff at the tool workshop
ensure that all machines and
tools meet the strict requirements
in terms of health, safety and
environment. The maintenance
of all machines, tools and
installations in our factory is also
the responsibility of our tool
workshop.

Assembly

Our assembly line has a flexible
structure, so that it can quickly
and easily be prepared for a new
series of products. When new
products are being designed,
their ultimate assembly is already
being considered. The quality
of assembly can therefore be
guaranteed, impossibilities can be
prevented and the delivery time
can be shortened.

Electrical department

Whether they are wiring our Virtos
or writing a complete program
for an induction-powered
logistics system, our electrical
engineers are very skilled and
solution driven. The fast increase
in the number of electric vehicles
and the constantly improving
technologies in this sector mean
we always have to remain up to
date. We therefore encourage our
staff to follow courses, visit trade
exhibitions and obtain certificates.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

Systems and
products for
vegetable cultivation
Vegetable nurseries are by far the largest greenhouse horticulture
companies. The average greenhouse vegetable grower in the
Netherlands now easily covers an area of 5 hectares. Vegetable nurseries
of dozens of hectares have long ceased to be an exception all over the
world. The expansion of a vegetable nursery or the construction of a new
one will quickly become a major project.
At Metazet FormFlex we know exactly how to put this into practice. Not
only for the greenhouse setup for the cultivation, but also the entire
internal logistics system! From the rolling of cultivation gutter systems on
location to a fully automated chain conveyor system for moving harvest
carts, we are your total partner from design to realisation!
Even the largest horticultural projects are no problem for us. The
production of the required materials and systems is carried out entirely
under our own management. For this purpose, Metazet FormFlex has
enormous production areas with all the necessary processing machines.
This is how we can guarantee timely delivery, anywhere in the world, of
everything needed to make your project a resounding success!

Are you looking for the ideal total solution for
the cultivation of vegetables?
The specialists of Metazet FormFlex are at your service!
+31(0)174 - 22 58 22
info@metazet.com
metazetformflex.nl

GREENHOUSE INTERIOR PRODUCTS

Systems and
products for
optimal cultivation
It is only possible to achieve maximum results in horticulture with
professional greenhouse interior products. A facility that consists
of reliable products and systems that can, where necessary, be fully
customised and that also fit in seamlessly with the needs of your crop.
After all, each type of cultivation and location calls for different care and
approaches in order to achieve the desired end result.
We at Metazet FormFlex have everything needed to realise the complete
design of a professional nursery. Not only by supplying the necessary
systems and products, but also by having all the expertise in-house. As a
total partner, we contribute ideas in terms of solutions, we are connected
from design to realisation and after this we also offer the necessary
support. All this with worldwide service!

The advantages of our greenhouse
interior products:

	More control over the growing conditions
	Less rapid spread of fungi and diseases
	Saving on water and fertilization
	Improving the quality of cultivation
	Higher yield
	Tailor-made/on-site production, anywhere in
the world

CULTIVATION GUTTER SYSTEM

Profiling, also on
location, anywhere
in the world
Customized cultivation gutter system

Metazet FormFlex is a forerunner when it comes to developing and
implementing crop-specific gutter systems. Over the years we have
developed various cultivation gutter models that are now even used as
standard worldwide. Metazet FormFlex therefore supplies a complete
range of gutters for every crop. In close consultation we can supply
the right gutter for your growing conditions. Each gutter is available in
various sizes so that we can fully tailor it to your needs.

Watch the video
about our cultivation
gutter systems here

Advantages of cultivation gutter
systems:

	Makes cultivation possible on infertile land
Saves water by reusing drain water
	Reduces the use of manure and fertilizers by
reusing drain water
	The water cycle is the same for all plants
	Optimum air circulation through the crop
Better control of plant growth
	Less opportunities for diseases and pests to
develop
Increased labour productivity
	Improved working conditions by working at
the correct height

These benefits ultimately result in increased
productivity and better quality.

SUSPENSION AND SUPPORT

A wide range of
wire products
Suspension and support

Metazet FormFlex offers you a comprehensive and extensive range of
suspension and support materials. These include, for instance, gutter
brackets, fitting materials, stretching pieces, drip hose hooks and gable
construction materials. After you have been given expert advice by our
experienced sales staff, we will manufacture the products you require.
Whether you choose supported or suspended gutters, all the support
and suspension materials we offer are designed in our own factory on the
basis of the required strength, after which they are manufactured. This
means we can supply any models and dimensions you need.

Crop support

Metazet FormFlex produces a range of specialist cultivation products.
These include, for instance, turning brackets, (head) stem brackets and
wire lowering hooks. These support materials will increase production, as
less damage to the produce occurs, while it also considerably improves
the picking performance, as it is much easier to reach the fruit.

TUBE RAIL SYSTEM

Optimum stability,
safety and
durability
Tube rail system

Metazet FormFlex offers a bay wide support system with long, rollformed
profiles along the full width of the bay to ensure optimum stability, safety
and durability. When you clip our KLEM tube rail brackets between the
bay wide supports, this will give you a perfectly spaced tube rail system
which guarantees optimum stability. Because of the great variety in crop
systems, Metazet FormFlex supplies its bay wide supports with brackets
for all standard crop gutters.

Tube rail support

Because the heating tube is fitted deeply in the bracket, it is given
optimum lateral support. It is not fixed with a tube rail strip, which means
that expansion and shrinking due to heating of the tube is not curtailed.
As a result, the tube rail lies in a straight line, which increases the safety
of the tube rail system at your company. Another advantage of not using
tube rail strips is the even transport along the tube. This will improve the
life span of your transport system.

Custom-made systems

We manufacture tube rail supports for
greenhouse tubes with a diameter of 33, 38,
42, 45, 48, 51, 57 and 60 mm. You can decide
which centre-to-centre distances, bottom
profile length and tube height you require. If
you prefer, you can also choose fully closed
tubes. In addition, we can supply versions with
strips, parker fittings or welding. For the bay
wide supports, you can choose from different
profiles, which are rollformed in our factory.

HOISTING SYSTEMS

The right lifting
solution for every
need
Hoisting system

Metazet FormFlex has also gained years of experience with hoisting
systems. Metazet FormFlex has precisely the right product for everything
that needs hoisting in the greenhouse. Not only for the traditional
growing tube hoisting systems but also for the hoisting of lamps, tube
rail systems, bay wide supports, gutters and crop wires. Virtually any
greenhouse, old or new, is suitable for fitting a hoist. Metazet FormFlex
provides detailed drawings for correct installation, which means that you
can install the system yourself if required.

Crop heating

To position the heating system for your crop at the right place and
close to the plant or crop Metazet/FormFlex supplies the hoistable crop
heating system. The height of the growth tube can be varied using a
driven hoisting shaft, either separately or in an A or J hook, or mounted
on a girder. This serves to ensure that the heating system ‘grows’ together
with your crop so that you can make optimum use of the heating and
stimulate the growth of your crop.

HDL System

Metazet FormFlex has developed the HDL
(Heavy Duty Lift) system to move larger weights
in height. This system is capable of lifting a
weight of up to 15 kg per m2 of greenhouse
area. This is equivalent to a weight of 150,000
kg per hectare.

Application

The system is highly suitable for lifting pipe rail
systems, gutters and long beams for various
crops, but also for lifting the cultivation wires
in combination with the pipe rail system
and gutter system. The HDL system is also
ideally suited for better crop utilisation over
the surface area. For example, growing in
hoisting gutters, with a second cultivation layer
underneath.

LOGISTICAL SOLUTIONS

Smart solutions
for higher
efficiency
Optimising internal logistics not only provides a great deal of
convenience, it also makes it possible to make processes at the
nursery run more efficiently and under better working conditions. The
implementation of an automated transport system, such as the chain
conveyor, makes it immediately possible to reschedule an employee’s
time. Not only does this reduce the workload for the employee, but it
also understandably has a favourable effect on labour costs.
Metazet FormFlex devises smart solutions to ensure that internal
transport in the horticultural sector runs as efficiently as possible and
is minimally labour-intensive. Some logistic solutions can be applied
directly in every nursery, but sometimes a specific problem requires a
unique approach. With all the expertise in-house, this is no problem for
us and we’re happy to take on this challenge together with you! We have
already successfully designed various horticultural projects in this way all
over the world.

The advantages of our logistics
products and systems:

Easier and faster harvesting
	Ergonomic and safe working conditions
	Reduced workload and working pressure
	Lower labour costs (fewer workers for the
same job)
	Smart solutions for every need
	Everything in-house, so can be fully adapted
to your wishes
Global delivery and service

INTERNAL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

User-friendly and
lowmaintenance
systems
M-Track

The M-Track system of Metazet FormFlex is an internal transport system
based on an induction-driven truck. Harvesting trolleys are coupled
to the truck, so that they can be transported within the company. The
sensor follows the predetermined route by means of an induction wire.
This route can be set with virtually no limitations, and it can be entered
optionally by means of a touchscreen on the control panel.

Chain Track system

The Chain Track system is an internal transport system which is ideally
suited for glasshouse horticulture. It is a fully automated system
for transporting full and empty harvesting trolleys to the locations
determined by you. This primarily mechanical system, which is very userfriendly and lowmaintenance, produces immediate, considerable savings
in labour costs. The Chain Track also eliminates a large part of your
physical efforts and those of your employees. The Chain Track system is
designed, installed and commissioned in-house by Metazet FormFlex.
Chain Tracks can be installed in existing greenhouses as well as in new
ones.
Watch the video
of the Chain Track
system here

Harvesting trolleys

Metazet FormFlex supplies harvesting trolleys
that can be produced entirely according to
customer specification. As well as chain track
trolleys, Metazet FormFlex can also provide
conventional harvesting trolleys. If the products
are harvested in crates or boxes, we can
produce the harvesting trolleys with a wooden
or steel plate or roller rack. These trolleys can
be given a top rack, paper tray and/or push
handles as optional extras. If the products are
separately harvested we can fit the trolleys with
a harvesting container in a side, bottom or top
unloading model.

LIFT SYSTEMS

Quality and safety
at height
JBL

The Metazet FormFlex JBL trolley is an electric crop care trolley. The
smart construction of the JBL trolley results in optimum stability and
a trolley that is easily height-adjustable. Because it is not generally
necessary to automatically move up and down during crop care activities,
there is no need to opt for the more advanced hydraulic lift systems.

M-Service

The M-Service is a unique scissor lift that can travel not only over the tube
rails, but also over the concrete path or paths. You can drive straight onto
the tube rails from the concrete path. This makes the M-Service an ideal
time-saving lift device for scouting plants and maintenance work on the
greenhouse or crop, for example.

Watch the video
of the M-Service
here

SPRAYING MACHINES

Air-assisted
spraying
technology
Metazet FormFlex has, together with the specialized company Micothon,
developed a large program of greenhouse sprayers. A good sprayresult
is determined by many technical and pest related factors. During many
years we gathered a lot of practical experience that you can benefit from.
We kindly invite you to pose all questions regarding spray technology to
us. Your questions will be discussed with our specialists. They interview
you and discuss with you about your specific possibilities and wishes. We
provide a total solution with a trouble-free integration in your company.
Our experience is a guarantee for your customised solution to assure
your company’s specific needs are met.

Watch the video
of our spraying
machines here

Spray less and better

In modern IPM all components have to be perfect to be able to meet the
required target. Each crop and every greenhouse company have their
own specific demands regarding spray technology to make sure the very
best result is achieved.

Micothon spraying technology

Micothon uses patented, air-assisted spraying technology that gives you
79% better spraying results compared to a standard spraying machine!

Saving

Spraying with insufficient result gives
unnecessary costs on chemicals and biological
products. Besides that, there also will be
significant grow delay of your crop resulting in
less production! This means even double costs
for you! So, working with the best possible
sprayer will earn money for you. The Return on
Investment can be even only 1 till 2 years!

ELECTRIC CARTS

Ergonomic and safe
working conditions
As well as automatic transport systems such as the chain track or
the induction-driven M-Track, Metazet FormFlex also supplies a
comprehensive range of manually-operated electric carts for transporting
harvesting trolleys and/or people.

Trike series

The trike series is a series of electric three-wheelers in various strengths
and construction sizes. There is a trike for you in the strength category
you require whether you want to transport many or few trolleys or
weights. The many available options make it possible to build the trike
according to requirements.

H-Series

The H-series is a series of tugs in various strengths and construction sizes.
The compact building method makes the H-series tugs ideally suitable
for small areas.

Virto2

Virto2 is the successor to the eye-catching Virto and Virto S models, but
is more robust, stronger and more durable than its predecessor. With
the Virto2, you can easily tow and transport heavy loads at speeds of up
to 20 km/h. Various battery configurations and options are available to
customise the Virto2 to your needs.

E-Nova

The E-Nova is our latest electric tractor model.
The E-Nova has a modern look and a compact
construction. This makes the E-Nova highly
manoeuvrable, with a turning radius of just
1.8 meters. Equipped with 3 tall air tyres, the
E-Nova travels smoothly over soft terrain.
The E-Nova has an adaptable rear assembly
so that it can be used for a wide range of
different activities. This rear assembly can be
equipped with various facilities such as storage
containers and toolboxes. The E-Nova is also
available with many different couplings and
can therefore be adapted to any type of trailer.

INNOVATIONS

Innovative total
solutions all over
the world
Self-contained platform

The M-Flex is a fully self-contained vehicle that increases productivity
through smart technology. The unique navigation method means that
using the M-Flex does not require any adaptations to the environment. It
is even possible to use the M-Flex in a constantly changing environment.
With a maximum speed of 1m/s and a precision of up to 1mm, the
M-Flex is an accurate and dynamic logistics solution. The modular
platform makes it possible to produce the M-Flex in various models.

Beehives

Metazet FormFlex has developed beehives to ensure that bees fly at the
most favourable time for illuminated cultivation. The beehives can be
closed after a certain period of time. Once that has been done the bees
can return to the hives but no longer leave them.

And much more...

We trust that this brochure has given a clear
impression of what we have to offer. But
Metazet FormFlex delivers much more!

Want to know more about
our products and systems?
The specialists of
Metazet FormFlex are
at your service!
+31(0)174 - 22 58 22
info@metazet.com
www.metazetformflex.nl

De Lierseweg 6
2291PD Wateringen
The Netherlands
+31 (0)174 22 58 22
info@metazet.com

www.metazetformflex.nl

